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Polity
Part II: The End

organization so that students are participating more,
by Paul DiLorenzo
they're more educated, they have a greater say and a
and Joe Caponi
During the last several years, Po lity, the student greater stake in what's happening.
"Last year, Polity wasn't strong enough internally
government, became increasingly less active and
a clear formula to the students on how to
i
to
Polity clubs and organizations btegan operating getpresent
things done, on how to look at problems. Just now
completely independently of the cen ral government, we're becoming an organization that
can address
while the central government becarne enmeshed in
came one of the those issues in a professional manner and be succesinfighting. The 82-83 school year be
sful," Gamberg said in September of last
year.
worst examples.
organizations
individual
the
between
conflicts
But
for
were locked
The Polity Council and Judiciary
and the Council would grow to be as much a problem
most of the year in a draining fight tover the Adis
as fighting between the Council and the Judiciary had
claiming
vdiciary
Finkelstein Presidency, with the Ju
approach to
that since Finkelstein had been disimissed from the been the year before, and a fragmented
would leave the organizaadministration
and
policy
President
onger
University that summer, she was no I
even when she gained readmittance the first week of tion still relatively ineffective.
The Council became involved with the programschooL The clash took up most of the first semester in
and other Polity committees at least partly
ming
fighting, and little outside policy o r administrative
a good repuwork was accomplished. Even after the Constitution because those groups had maintained
year while the student
previous
the
during
tation
Council
and
was altered to allow the Senate an
ounci
- Council had not. Consequently, such ideas a renamimpeach the Judiciary, and the conrflict was suppos- ing the Student Activities Board the Polity
Student
edly settled, it cast a pale over the rest of the year. Activities Board were put forward, and defeated due
Political accomplishments were li mited
mited to
to aa rally
raly to opposition from the affected groups.
against Residence Life policies an d poor mainteg o
The first hint of what was to come began over the
ance, and some vocal opposition t
summer, when the Council decided not to name Ira
Public Safety officers.
force in Levy as SAB Concert Chairman, as everyone had
an active
By spring, Polity had ceased to be an active
force in expected, but to ban him from the SAB Committee
student life. "It's preety much taker PresidegrantDave'
tentirely.
This came about because accusations had
Adina didn't do much when she was President Dave been made that Levy and other people in SAB the
Gamberg, Barry Ritholtz, and Belin ed," said States- year before, all of whom had graduated, had misused
accomplishing most of what happen
their positions for personal gain. There were supman editor Elizabeth Wasserman.
Vice Presi- posedly affidavits attesting to the fact. SAB had had
In this atmosphere, David Gamt berg,
ercampaigneresand what was generally considered to be an excellent year
dent, ran for President A popular campaigner and the year before with Danny Lupi as Concert ('hairexcellent public speaker, he easily won elemction.
man, but because SAB was operating so indepenpromised that, now that the divi sive elements in dently of the Polity organization, doubts about their
Polity had been eliminated, effectiv eness and profes- operating procedures and methods found fertile
ground.
sionalism would descend on the or|ganization.
enthuasium ground.
With Gamberg's election, a sensse of sexfeutivCuni
In order to bring SAB back into line, and squelch
descended on the Polity Suite. The executive (ouncil speculation about people misusing funds, the Counwas finished out by Ritholtz as Vice President, cil, particularly Gamberg, decided to appoint Mike
Anderson as Secretary, and Theres a Gobin asTreas- D'Andrea as Concert Chairman, and Ken McKenna
tAhaut
st a
- as SAB C(hair. Both had worked in SAB for a number
urer. Gobin's resignation effective
ion
that
October.
of years.
lowed Brian Kohn to win the posit
Many people in SAB were expecting to have
The Council realized that it had mu ch patching up to
do to its seriously damaged reputation. Everyone was another excellent concert year with Levy in charge,
pushing for a professionally organ ized Polity. Over and the change came as a surprise when they returned
the summer plans began to be drawin up to redecorate at the end of the summer. But while most people
and restructure the offices physsically, to buy a would have .been able to handle Levy's not being
computer, a new copying machin e, and acquire a (hairman, they objected strongly to him being banmore professional staff.
ned from the committee altogether, particularly when
"Our ability to exercise out will with an educated no charges against him had been made public and
student body is at a low, and it's beeen declining. My certainly had not been proved.
(continued on page 3)
goal in Polity is to rejuvenate and rebuild the
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More Rules
daka to serve such drinks, and only with three weeks
Last week, President Marburger and Vice Presinotice. If anyone from administration ever went to
dent for Student Affairs Fred Preston proposed a set
such parties they would realize that rule is totally
of alcohol guidelines for campus to the Stony Brook
unnecessary and potentially a dangerous thing. The
Council The guidelines are an expanded set of rules
rules also don't specify if the phrase, "where money is
from an interim policy now in effect The proposed
collected," means collecting money per drink or just
rules, however, are vague on a number of important
at the door.
Student
points, and, seem to give Residence Life,
The new policies must be both clarified and have
Activities, and Administration very broad powers to
guarantees of student rights put into them before
impose any set of rules on a situation that they desire.
they should be passed. But what is most disturbing
The Council, at the urging of student representative
about the rules as a whole is that they are another
David Gamberg, voted unanimously to table the
example that, despite how much Administration
were
furthur
they
until
proposed recommendations
claims it wants student input into decision-making, it
clarified, and we agree.
(continued on page 4) _
The Council is a 12 member board made up of
eleven appointees of the state Governor, and one
Sorry We're Late
elected student, and is designed to set broad policy
Well, here's what happened. We had the paper all
for the University.
done and were taking it to the printer when a dog
At last week's Council meeting, which was held at
came and chewed it up and we had to start all over
SUNY Farmingdale, Gamberg explained to the rest
of the Council the vagaries in the proposed rules, and
again... No?... Well, maybe our little brother messed it
o
recommended the tabling of the rules until they could
all up?
Well, none of that really happened. We're just late.
be cleared up.
0
0
Problems with the proposed rules include the fact
Sorry.
that a section outlining where alcoholic beverages
The Press will not publish this Thursday due to the
.i~
may be consumed on campus specifically does not
c^
£m Rosh Hashanah holiday. Our next issue will be on
mention dormitory rooms, and another section gives
Thursday, October 4.
Residence Life virtually a free hand in deciding
The Stony Brook Press can be picked up beginning
alcohol policies in the dorms. If the proposed rules
_ •_- . .
. .
11_ ,_1
- - -•-_ -_
Wednesday nights at the following locations: The
are supposed to be a complete policy, wny ao they
Stony Brook Union, Library, Administration Bldg., in
leave most of the important policy decisions up to a"beverages in their own rooms should be guaranteed ini
front of the Press offices in the basement of Old Bio
separate body? In fact it is not difficult to imagine that the guidelines, not threatened.
(Central Hall), the Javits Lecture Hall, Psych. A,
the loss of alcohol rights could become a disciplinary
The rules governing the serving of hard alcohol are
Humanitites, SBS, Grad. Bio., Engineering, Comtool to be used at the whim of Res. Life officials ridiculously severe. Many hall, suite, and building
puting Center, Physics, Chemistry, Grad Physics
against students that Res. Life percieves as difficult, parties commonly have punch or mixed drinks such
buildings, HSC cafeteria and library, and at the
This should not be allowed at all, and the right of as screwdrivers in addition to beer, without any
cafeterias and at several off-campus locations.
people of legal age to responsibly consume alcholic problem. The new rules would apparently allow only
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Students Evicted
Res Life Reassigns Five Suitemates
I

by Ron Ostertag
"We still haven't been told why
we have been reassigned to different rooms," stated five suitemates
in Dreiser College, who as of last
Friday were forced to temporarily
leave their suite for separate rooms.
According to Bob Rizzi, a resident of the reassigned suite, along
with Neil Coscio, Robert Nitti,
Eddie Soto, and Steve Ogno, the
new Tabler Quad director, Mark
Schuster claimed that they "are
physical and verbal threats to the
quad." The quad director had never
previously met any of the suite's
members, according to those students, but they have been reassigned rooms outside of the quad and
were told not to re-enter the quad
once they move, except with escort
by a staff member.
These drastic actions by Residence Life apparently seem to stem
from a party which the suite of
Dreiser B 325 had two weeks ago
Thursday, during which there were
alleged complaints of excessive
noise. Mitch Vallone, however,
affirmed what most of 325's neighbors attested to: "I live right next.
door; I was studying in my room,
and I was not disturbed once
throughout the whole evening.
Also possibly connected to the
students eviction is their accumulation of several
harningiletters during their resid c• n |angmuir college last year. Ofi 6f fthe letters was
for the removal of a Christmas tree,
another for a hall food fight, and all
were served by the RHD Debbie
Naigles, who has since been dismissed. Most of these warnings were
listed in an 11 page incident report
dated last Friday, over a week after
the party. The five students, who
left their rooms Friday, were finally
made aware of the charges against
them that same day, charges which

they feel are ridiculous and unfounded. David Gamberg, student member of the Stony Brook Council,
agreed, "These are trumped-up
charges."
Last Monday, following the previous Thursday night's party, when
the residents of 325 were scheduled
to meet with their RHD, Jo Bettaso, a newcomer to Stony Brook,
they were instead told to move out
of their rooms by noon last Wednesday, although they were able
later to extend that date to Friday.
According to Bettaso, she was called into a meeting Monday morning
with the Quad Director, and the
decision was then made, to remove
the residents from the quad and to
separate them.
The residents of Drieser are upset at the decision, and over 150'
signatures on a petition from that'
building alone protest it. Althought
Residence Life's rules allow the reassignment of residents at Res.
Life's discretion, the Student Conduct Code requires a number of
steps before " . . . a letter of war-ning, restitution, imposed reassignment, or disciplinary probation,"
can be carried out, including the involvement of a University Hearing
Officer. This was the argument
posed by Chris Campessi at the Dreiser College Legislature meeting
Tuesday night, during which the
follo4ving resolution was adopted:
We, the residents of Dreiser
College, feel that Ed Sofo,
Neil Coscio, Bob Nitti, Robert
Rizzi, and Steven Ogno are being denied due process of law
as prescribed by the University
StudeVt Conduct Code, Article III Sec. 2, parts a-d, and
we, as the majority of residents oppose this action.
The official charges against the

C

a.
C,,
~.4

a4
five students, for which they will
go before a student judiciary, are
thk
....
breaches of four see ton
Student Conduct dode, including,
section Ala, respect and protection
for persons, A4, Official Directives,
B3b, responsibility for residential
quarters, and B4b, noise. Meanwhile, the students have been relocated to new rooms on Stage XII
and Tabler, while most of their
belongings remain in Dreiser. Consequently, they cannot cook in
their new rooms, and none is on the
meal plan. One student was also
moved into a room without a mat-

tress, and said he has been forced to
find other sleeping quarters for the
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The five students are attempting
to defend their rights, and have obtained sworn afficavids from witnesses. Each of their parents have
also phoned Residence Life, in
order to find out what was actually
happening, but were unable to get
throught to anyone or recieve responses. Although Bettaso reaffirms
that, "I am in support of what Residence Life did," the five students
plan to fight for what they feel are
their civil liberties.

Polity

The Good, The Bad, and the Mediocre
(continued from page I)

Having gotten so involved with SAB, the Council

then decided to back out, and leave the D'Andrea and
McKenna the job of enforcing the prohibitions
against Levy, thereby driving a wedge between them
and other people in the organization, and contributing to what many people considered a poor concert
year.
When complaints inside and outside SAB became
loud enough, the Council held a meeting with SAB
where they invited SAB to make suggestions on how
to improve the situation. When they voted overwhelmingly to recommend that Levy be put back on
committee, the Council ignored them, and decided to
announce that "prosecution proceedings" would be
brought up against Levy in order to eliminate his
influence in the organization entirely. They would not
follow up on that announcement, but would because
of it become involved in a million dollar slander
lawsuit brought by Levy against the Council. The
lawsuit would prove to be draining and difficult for
Polity and would not be resolved until this summer,

rt
when Levy was appointed SAB Concert Chairman by
the new Council and its president, Rory Aylward.
According to Polity's lawyer, Camille Gianastasio,
the suit is currently "on hold," and may be dropped or
dismissed sometime in the future.
Similarly, when the Council decided to become
involved with another organization that was operating well, they precipitated another long fight without
much to show for it.
COCA bylaws had always stated that the COCA
Chairman could not work security at the weekend
movies. COCA Chairman Michael Barrett did not
want to take the same method of dealing with it that
his predecessors had, which was simply to ignore it
and work anyway, and he asked the Council to change
the bylaws to make them adhere to the way things
actually were.

The Council refused, and Barrett resigned. Five
weeks went by during which COCA fought with the
CounciL Finally, the Council decided to change the
bylaws and reappoint Barrett after all. Ironically,
they decided to reappoint Barrett the same week they
decided to prosecute Levy.
While the Council was involved with things like
that, important issues began to emerge that had to be
dealt with.
In some cases, the matters were ignored by Polity,
sometimes other groups would pick up on the issues
and work on them, and sometimes Polity would leave
an issue in the hands of people without the resources
or abilty to deal with them.
SASU, with the arrival of campus organizer Troy
Oeschner, had become involved in student life again,
particularly in successful fights against the proposed
tuition rise and the state 21 year old drinking age
law.
(continued on page 8)
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Alcohol Rules
(continued from page 2
makes no effort to seek it on important matters.
Administration did not discuss these regulations with
student leaders before they put them forward to the
Council. If they had, many problems and vagaries
could have been solved ahead of time, and students
would not feel that yet another new rule was being
railroaded through.
The Council wisely decided to hold off on theadoption of the policies. We hope that Drs. Marburger and Preston will see fit to discuss the proposed policies with more elements of the University,
particularly students and student representatives,
and to take their suggestions seriously before they try
to resubmit the rules.

State drinking age.
- Wood grain alcohol may not be sold,
distributed or consumed on campus.
- Public sale, distribution or consumption
of alcoholic beverages is limited to certain
areas such as pubs or multi-purpose meeting rooms (e.g., public lounges, academic
buildings and other public spaces) which require prior registration and approval by the
Director of Student Activities.
- Prior registration of the appropriate completed facilities use form and approval by
the Director of Student Activities is required for any student - sponsored event at
which alcoholic beverages will be available.
- Quantities of alcohol to be served at an
event shall be established in advance and in
relation to the number of anticipated participants of legal drinking age and so noted
on the appropriate facilities use form.
- To serve wine and/ or beer at an event
where money is collected, a temporary
wine/ beer permit must be obtained from
the New York State Liquor Authority (in
Hauppauge) a minimum of five business
days prior to the event. Authorization for
obtaining this permit must be received
from the Director of Student Activities.
- Hard liquor can be served only by the
University Food Services at events for

Proposed Alcohol Guidelines
The following policies and procedures
concerning the on-campus sale, service and
consumption of alcoholic beverages are designed to promote responsible use of alcoholic beverages by all members of the University community:
- The marketing of alcoholic beverages and
advertising of events where alcohol is served must promote the responsible consumption of alcohol.
- Alcohol may be sold, distributed or consumed on campus only by individuals who
have attained the minimum legal New York
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-Letters
The voter lo oses the right to vote if he
To The Editor:
or she does rnot vote in two consecutive
NYPIRG works for the people. general electtions. Again, the applicant
NYPIRG is a not-for-profit, non-parti- must reregis;ter to be eligible to vote.
san organization whose prime purpose Another ess ential legality is that one
is the changing of the existing legisla- must registe r at least one month prior
tive structure for the benefit of the to election d.ay, the deadline being Oct.
general public. NYPIRG is the ab- 6th for thEe upcoming Presidential
breviation for New Yqrk Pfubli,.Int. ,.electioji. .O
rest Research Group Inc. The organizaNYPIRG is offering four types ofL
tion was established in 1973 and now programs w ithin their voter registraincludes eighteen campuses across tion campaiýgn. We have set up a table
Ne w York State.
for voter registration in the union,
NYPIRG is an organization that is where anyoine who wishes to register
directed by college students. The stu- may be assis ted. Our second method of
dents work concomitantly with a staff registering v oters is by going "door-toof professionals such as lobbyists,
door" in the various dorms and regislawyers, profect specialists and corntering stude nts who are eligible. The
munity organizers. Through the work third metho d is called outreach. Outof NYPIRG students and professionreach enligh tens the public about voter
als, the organization has had many registration through media, and coalivictories,
tion buildin g. The fourth method inNYPIRG has concentrated on such
volves off-c ampus registration; which
issues as energy conservation, toxic includes training people at other camwaste, mass transit, and the protection
puses and going into high population
of consumer rights. Through the use of areas to reg ister prospective voters.
mass media, and research used to
If you ar e interested in becoming
educate the public, as well as-legislative
involved wi th NYPIRG, or if you just
lobbying methods, we act on policies
want to kno,w more about our organizawhich effect the public interest.
tion, feel frree to contact us. We are
The latest challenge for NYPIRG is
located in rc)om 079 in the Stony Brook
voter registratrion, the goal of which is
Union. Our telephone number is (516)
to turn out an increased number of 246-7702.
voters at the polls for the upcoming
In conclucsion, I urge all students that
Presidential election. One must be
are United States citizens, and will be
registered before going to the polls in
18 years of aage by election day - register
order to vote. In a country based on
and vote! ()ur votes will make a difdemocracy, voting is esential. Unforference in tthe upcoming election. We
tuantely, in the past few years, voter
are the futurre. Our only way to protect
participation has dramatically decreasour future ics to make our vote count on
ed; NYPIRG as well as SASU is workelection da:y, Tuesday, November 6!
ing to change this.
Sheila Moore
Two pf the major contributing facTo The Ed itor.
tors in the decrease of voter participaIn :,p< onse to a recent article
tion are the lack of incentive, and
published in The Stony Brook Press
structural "red tape." The "red tape"
("Refusal aLnd then Surrender"), jourof voting can be hazardous to potential
nalist Pau I Yeats ventured too far
voters. A person must be registered
beyond th<e realm of probable (and
before he or she is allowed to vote. If the
possible) re ality in questioning not only
voter moves, he or she must reregister.
·r
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which money is collected. Arrangements
for this service must be made at least three
weeks in advance.
- Food and non-alcoholic beverages must
be provided and/ or availabe in sufficien
quantities commensurate with the manner
in which alcohol beverages are available.
-Major events involving alcohol in the residence halls will be permitted in accordance
with policy established by the Division
of Residence Life.
- Standard alcohol-proofing
procedures
(e.g., through the use of student I.D. cards)
shall be required at all student-sponsored
campus events where alcoholic beverage
are available.
- Resouces are available for those in need
of assistance for alcoholic ,related problems:
University Counseling Center - 246-2280
Alcoholics Anonymous - 654-1124
The Ministries - 736-4800
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Bruce Springsteen's musical integrity,
but the Boss' sexual preferences as
well.
Please tell me how a knowledgeable,
responsible, and intelligent journalist
can make the ridiculous claim that
Bruce Springsteen is commercial, or as
Mr. Yeats so eloquently put it, "...al-!

To the Editor.
In an interview, Archbishop John J.
O'Conner, D. D. of the Arcdiocese of
New York said that abortion was the
most important issue in this year's
presidential campaign. With all due
respect to Bishop O'Conner's experience and office, I must, as a human
being (much less as a Christian and a
Catholic), disagree.
Why does the Catholic Community,
more or less object to abortion? Because it is the removal of a foriegn
protien from the uterus of a human
female? No, that is not the reason. We
obitiject <ashrionb
ale s i- the
taking of Trtman (a, if-you pr.fer, a

Mr. Yeats, did you really' attend this
concert or did you just read a second- potentially human) life. In objecting to
hand account of the concert in the this taking of a human life, would we
magazine that people with "inquiring elect an administration that would
minds " buy on their way out of the' kill?
supermarket every week! Any true rock
The Reagan Administration is for
'n' roller can tell you that Bruce the death penalty, a method of social
Springsteen is the heart, the soul, and' purging which his holiness, Pope John
the ultimate epitomy of noacommer- Paul, II himself called "immoral." This
cial rock 'n' roll! Bruce rocked New administration has continually used
Jersey sans laser light shows, white war, though with less harsh sounding
sequined gloves, and inane flashbacks names, to try to solve, but usually
of Pepsi commercials. Wake up and aggrivate, foriegn policy problems.
smell the coffee, Mr. Yeats, commer- War is the most efficient means of
cialism through inexpensive concert human destruction, save genocide and
tickets and four hour performences nuclear demolition. Would we support
- seems pretty impossible to me.
war in opposing abortion?
As for the claim that "The Boss" and
Would we support an administration
"The Big Man" (Clarence Clemmons) that would reward bigots with tax inhave a relationship that "Borders on centives? Would we support an adpyore than mere camaraderie" is totally ministration that has taken backward
absurd and completely uncalled for. Is steps in civil and human rights? Would
this merely wishfull thinking on Mr. we support an administration that
Yeats behalf or is it the fact that it,would build arms, and more arms, and
would be a helluva lot more difficult to more arms till an error in radar equipcriticize Bruce Springsteen's musical ment (or such not) causes the ultimati
genius?
murder...the murder of the entire
Come on, Mr. Yeats, let's listen to human race (including unborn children)?
the words of Springsteen's songs more Would we do this to end legal abortion?
carefully, and please, not just the songs,
Don't get me wrong... I don't support
that they play on WNBC! Was, in fact, abortion but it can be dealt with on a
Rosalita (from the album The Wild, the person to person level. Arms control,
innocent, and the E Street shuffle) a civil rights, human rights, and the lives
transvestite? Who was it that "got Mary of us and our peers in the armed serpregnant" (The River)? I am much vices cannot.
more than certain that Bruce would
Death, and not abortion is the most
rather "spend an everlasting kiss" with important issue in this campaign,
Wendy (Born To Run) then to "get Bishop O'Connor. To support death by
filled up by the Big Man" (does he ever opposing abortion is a contradiction in
really say that?) As Warner Wolf always terms.
says..."Give me a Break!!"
William P. Fox, III
Dennis Richard Chase
Freshman.
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Athletic Fee?

Suny Considers Another Line on Your Bill
by dozens of its member institutions,
athletics and associates over a variety
of issues. A small example of the
NCAA's litigation problems include:
1- Sixty-three major football universities are suing the NCAA over the
NCAA's claim to control all college
football television rights.
2- Wake Forest is suing the NCAA over
their authority to reinterpret player
eligibility rules.
3- The University of Nevada is in court
with the NCAA over the organization's
right to discipline university staff foi
alleged violations of NCAA rules.
4- At the same time that the NCAA is
being challenged in the courts over its
authority over member institutions,
scandals related to college sports are
increasingly reported. For example,
e.
J2 two-thirds of the young NCAA basketball stars selected in the recent NBA
draft have yet to graduate from college.
5- While they may sign big contracts
and become financially successfultheir educational status may very likely
be shared by their fellow college teammates who do not share their rosy
ie
future. In fact, reports of illiterate,.
cases pressure, to compete min e INkaA. college athletes in the NCAA system
Increasingly, competition in the NCAA are increasingly reported.
leads to free publicity prestige and 6- Scandals over bribes for athletes to
money for successful programs. Many attend particular NCAA members incampuses, faced with low recruitment stitutions,
budgets eye NCAA sports as a chance 7- gambling over NCAA sports,
to increase campus status and visibi- 8- and mismanagement of funds are
lity. Due to this attraction the NCAA everyday occurences.
Many campuses ignore NCAA reguholds for colleges and universities, it
maintains a virtual monopoly on lations that do not have a direct bearing.
national competitive sports. This forces on intercollegiate athletics. For exammany colleges and universities, to ple, constitution 3-2(a) requires that
choose between standards of institu-. member institutions who fund athletics
tional quality and compliance with with the support of student fees, esoutside control. The lure of economic tablish an athletic board ofcontrol. In a
gains and prestige have forced many recent athletic survey of New York
institutions to forfeit their unique and State colleges, at least twelve institusometimes superior athletic systems. tions other than SUNY did not comply
with that rule. Many believe the reason
for profit.
there are so many problems within the
The NCAA is not a harmonious
NCAA is that the organization is not
rw,02organization. There is a constantaccountable to its member institutions.
bickering inside and outside the organizaRecently, when a move was made to
tion over its exclusive rights of enforceestablish college president control over
rpent, its monopolistic control of telethe NCAA, the move was narrowly
vision (and other outsideltvenue sources)4 defeated
and its rules and regulations. At any'
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consideringa proposalfor an athleticfee
to join the many other fees on your
college bill. The background on this
proposaland some opinions are presented in this articlepreparedby SASU.

order to understand the context or
improvement of atletics at SUNY it is
important to first examine the National
Collegiate Athletc Association (NCAA).
The National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) is a voluntary
organization established and dominated by athletic directors from member
campuses. It regulates and sponsors
intercollegiate competition and postseason tournament play in many sports
for men and women from small,
medium and large institutions. It also
encourages its members to conform to
hundreds of regulations concerning
eligibility, rules of play, scholarship
and athletic records. As an organization of athletic directors, the NCAA
establishes regulations which may have
the effect of continuing athletic director
predominance over all areas that may
affect athletics.
The NCAA is a voluntary associa-.
tion. But it is only voluntary in the:
sense that colleges and universities are
not mandated,to oin in order to cor-

Prior to 1967, intercollegiate and
intramural athletics at SUNY were
funded by a mixture of state funding
and student association activity fee
contributions. The state provided
facilities, coaches salaries and benefits.
Students provided money for equipment, travel, meals and fees.
In 1967, after reaching an agreement
with the Division of the Budget for full
state funding of athletics, the SUNY
Board of Trustees passed a resolution
which prohibited student associations
from providing any fundings for athletics. The Trustees passed a resolution
which banned non-need based athletic
grants-in-aid. The required State funds
for full athletic funding were never
placed in the State University budget
Despite the Trustee resolution which pete in. -:
made student contributions improper,,
every student association with SUNY
continued to fund athletics. When it
became obvious that the State would!
not fully fund athletics and that students would, the Board of Trustees re-|
amended the activity fee guidelines in'
1973 to allow student associations
athletic funding to supplement services provided by the state. This practice continues today.
Recently, some SUNY administors,
athletic directors and some legislators
have proposed to change the way
athletics have been funded at the State
University. They support the establishment of a mandatory student fee for
athletics under administrative control.
They argue that this fee would allow a
more stable funding base for athletics
and wokild bring SUNY athletic funding into compliance with an obscure
NCAA regulation. Additionally, many
of these same individuals are support
ing a proposal that would allow nonneed based grants-in-aid in order tc
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NASA Films
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Sept. 26
Space Shuttle, A Remarkable Flying Mach ine
Space Shuttle, Mission to the Future
Off-Campus Observing Days
Oct. 10
September 28-29 1984
The Weather Watchers, Earthspace,
October 26-27 1984
Our Environment
November 23-24 1984
Oct. 17
December 21-22 1984
Portrait of Earth
Meetings, Wednesdays night
Oct.24
8pm in Union room 236
Planet Mars
mmmmý
mwwmý
mmwý

A FLOCK OF SEAGULLS
has been cancelled
Money will be refunded at S.B. Union
Box office or ticketron.where

you purchased tickets.
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L.A.S.O.
Invites the

University community
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o REUNION LATINA
Sept. 25, 1984
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Fine Arts Center - Recital Hall at 8:00 PM
Faculty and Staff Speakers
Reception to Follow
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POSITION AVAILABLE:

0

to its 2nd Annual

'

Assistant Printer

Undergraduate students with any type of
experience in offset printing, graphic arts, clerical
work, and public relations are encouraged to
apply. For further information, please contact
John Tom, Print Shop Manager
246-4022.
O Applications are avaiblabe in the atPolity
office,
Suite 258, of the Stony Brook Union. The applica0 tion deadline is 5:00 pm, Monday, September 24,
1984. Polity is an affirmative action and an equal
opportunity employer.
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Experience life on the razors edge,
flight, freefallDo it all with the SB Dragonriders. We will have
a first jump course this weekend Sept. 22 and
23. No experience necessary.
call Hawkeye
at 246-3673 or Adrienne at 246-7849.
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GAY and
Lesbian
Alliance
Wefneet
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every wednesday at 8pm
in union room 223.
New Members Welcome!
For more information, please call 6-7943 or stop
by our office in union room 045.
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Athletic Fee
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cerning acceptable levels of athletic
funding, control of athletic funds and
whether to issue athletic grants-in-aid.
This position is supported by the
Office of Employee Relations afd
Educational Services. In taking this
position they imply there is on good
reason to centrally decide issues concerning expansion of sports programs,
control and use 'of student contributions to athletics and awarding of nonneed based amiletic grants-in-aid.

This might be true if we could assume: 1) that individual campus decisions concerning athletics will have no
discernable negative economic or fiscal
"-o planning impact on other units within
0
the SUNY system and 2) that indivi0
dual campus decisions concerning
04
athletics will not jeopardize the reputa-in
tion, quality or mission of the State
-54
University. Unfortunately this is not
the case.
U,

Until there is more accountability'
within the NCAA, campuses will
continue to dispute rules and in many
cases wui continue a current national
practice of selective non-compliance.
As explained earlier, students have
always willingly and generously supported both intercollegiate and intramural atletics at SUNY. Currently, an
average of $25 per student is allocated
for athletics from student activity fees.
SUNYs student supported intramural
programs boast almost 100% involvement rates.
Students have a real interest in
maintaining quality in intercollegiate
programs. In fact, student association
allocations to athletics have increased
at an average rate of 57% since 197980. The statewide inflation rate for the
same period of time was 357. Student
support has not only kept pace with
inflation, but has vastly exceeded it.
Student association allocations to
athletics have also far outstripped
state purpose allocations to the SUNY
budget, 577/ to 17"X since 1979-80..
Students also support the state share
of athletics at a level greater than ever
before. In 1979-80, of every state dollar
that went to fund the state share of
SUNY athletics, approximately 14
cents actually came from the student
tuition and fees. In 1983-84, for every
dollar that went to fund that state share
of athletics, approximately 30 cents
came from student tuition and fees.
Consequently, SUNY students support athletics to a degree greater than
ever before. So why establish a new fee
under administrative control?
A new fee could be used by some
campus administrators to partially
fund NCAA Division I Athletics and
could also free SUNY athletics directors from having to request money from
students. The fee would not be the
panacea it seems. First, the new fee,
money would likely eventually fall
under Division of the Budget Control
This would mean time consuming preaudit, post-audit and approval procedures. It would also require long term

planningarid specificity that is generally
not required by students. Also, if a
separate fee for athletics is established,
many items that are currently state
funded may be switched into athletic
fee budget line items. Currently, students could increase their allocation to
athletics to any level allowed by the
Chancellor of the State University.
Currently, the NCAA, ail organization of athletic directors, requires that
all funds used for athletics be under
administrative control. This is a rule
that has been disregarded by SUNY for
over 30 years. The NCAA has been
"unofficially" notified of SUNY's noncompliance at least twice in the last 10
years. At no time has the NCAA attempted to enforce this rule. Also,
many other New York State institutions
do not comply with the administrative
control regulations. They all administer
quality athletic programs that are integrated in a total system of higher
education. If the NCAA has not requested SUNY compliance and several
other institutions do not comply, why
change a system that works?
SUNY has established a quality,
intercollegiate athletic program. Many
SUNY colleges are NCAA champions
in sports ranging from basketball to
soccer. Further, SUNY has avoided the
corruption and legal problems involved
in NCAA sports on a larger scale largely
because of student involvement. New
York and the State University have
developed a system of funding athletics that maximizes involvement, limits
corruption and best supplements a
quality education. In addition, SUNY
women's sports have been increasingly
supported at a rate that exceeds many
other states on a percentage basis.
Other NCAA institutions with other
systems of athletic decision making do
not share SUNY's success in this area
New York State public policy has
always been to provide college aid or,
the basis of need. The Tuition Assistance Program (TAP), the largest state
funded financial aid program in the
nation, was established based on this
-·epeme

principle. To allow non-need based
athletic scholarships is antithical to the
principles of opportunity and equality.
Non-need based grants-in-aid create
two classes of student. They provide a
premium for athletic achievement that
over balances the other equally important components of collegiate life.
Allowing non need based athletic
,hoJJ~aship-s opensthe door for abuse,
open bidding for athletes, corruption
and will limit students opportunities toi
change interests and experiment while
in the university. It has never been the
policy of the State University to give
money to those who do not need it. The
State University exists to provide access based on ability and to provide a
quality education for'all. To provide
scholarships without demonstrated
need cheats all who belive in the concept of access to a quality public
education.
presidents have reMany camp
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As illustrated in the SUNY Staff
Position Paper I,upgrding athletics on
a campus will create a host of institutional challenges, many of which will
originate outside of the State University and campus in question. How will
new staff lines be funded? How will new
or upgraded facilities be fit under the
SUNY Construction Cap? The University is funded as a whole. Priorities of
budgeting and planing for expansion
must be considered in the context of an
entire University. Although flexibility
is a fine concept, it should not be
applied to situations that need to be
organized on a system wide basis.
The current athletic funding/scholarship regulations of the State University provide for maximum student
involvment in intercollegiate and intramural athletics, as well as womens
sports. SUNY is not strapped by,
charges of educational and recruitment
abuses and offers quality athletic
programming at a fraction of the cost of
big time sports factories. It is a system
that has worked well and requires no
m
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Polity
Learning to Crawl
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SCOOP, under the direction of its President, Pai
Leventer, led the fight against the ridiculously hig
Utility Fee, organizing with SASU and the Facult
Student Association two very successful lobbyinj
trips to Albany, bringing over 125 students to th4
capital to discuss issues directly with legislators.
But the main political issue was one that could onli
be dealt with by Polity itself, and was the admini
strative assault on the dorm cooking program.
In response to suggestions from the University',
Physical Plant that the dormitories were draining th(
campus electrical system too heavily, Residence Life
announced what many considered an outrageous 2.5
cubic foot limitation on the size of individual refrigerators. Due to the strong opposition of students
across campus, (A Stony Brook Press petition got
2,500 signatures against the proposed rule.) along
with the fact that the rule grossly overestimated the
electrical drain of most refrigerators, the rule was
turned back.
But only Polity had the ability to deal with
President Marburger's plan to create cooking-free
buildings all over campus. Polity's reaction was
divided and ineffective.
"When you have two separate Dorm Cooking Task
forces and one Dorm Cooking committee in one year,
it points out something," said former Freshmen Rep.
Neal Drobenare. "People put in alot of work, but
there were no set aims or leader to keep everything
.
"
q
together."
Despite its efforts, the reason Polity was so ineffective on the Dorm Cooking issue was that there was
no leadership from the top. Both Gamberg and
Ritholtz stayed generally uninvolved in the controversy. When Polity did accomplish things, such as the
Dorm Cooking Town Meeting in Benedict, it was
usually because Gamberg was directly involved. But
usually, people without the power or experience were
left to direct aspects of the problem, and nothing ever
came together. Ultimately, the physical difficulties of
converting the campus to a larger meal plan were
more responsible for the year's delay in making
buildings cooking free than Polity was.
Three seperate situations arose in the last half of
the year where Polity could have acted to help itself
and the students it represented, but didn't.
The first arose at the end of the fall semester and
the start of the spring, when three of Polity's most
experienced officials, SAB Chair Ken McKenna,
Junior Rep. Dominic Seraphim, and Polity Hotline
Director Tom Kanyock, were all forced to resign for
either academic or monentary reasons. At the same
time, virtually everyone else involved heavily in the
government or the organizations were feeling the
same pressures, namely, that involvement in Polity,
due to the amount of time required to do one's job
well, virtually precludes either holding an outside job
or doing well in classes. It is absolutely essential to
the future of the organization that that problem be
solved, and with the attention that the three resignations caused, Polity had its best opportunity to
work out either an agreement with Administration to
provide support and possibly internship credits to
involved students, or an agreement with itself to
provide monentary stipends for those same individuals. In fact, nothing was done that semester, and the
problem persists today.
Sometimes, political attention would move to a
separate group, and that group would take on a
political fight of its own, with varying degrees of

late Feburary, and two weeks before the showing,
Student Affairs Vice President Fred Preston announced that he would not allow it to be shown, because he
had heard of opposition to the showing of the movie
from several groups and individuals, particularly the
Womyn's Center. COCA ('hair Barrett met with
Womyn's Center officials and worked out an agreement to show the short film "Killing Us Softly" before
the movie and to show the anti-porn documentary,
"Not A Love Story" in another room in the Lecture
Hall.
Despite this agreement, and despite the fact that
pornographic films had been shown on campus for
two decades, Preston still refused to allow the movie,
writing on the Tuesday before the showing a new
policy on pornographic movies, saying they could
only be shown in an educational context with the
supervision of a faculty member. In meetings with
COCA, Preston announced his intention to lock the
doors and shut off electrical power to the Lecture
Center if the movie was shown, and that he would take
disciplinary action against those responsible. The
next day, however, after COCA Chairman Barrett
and other COCA committee people reiterated their
intention to show the film no matter what, Preston
agreed that showing the other two movies constituted
enough of an "educational program" after all.
Other students taking on Admin. without Polity
help were not so lucky. Kelly D residents were quite
angry with the proposed firing of their RHD, Bill
Heymah, at the end of the spring, and had organized a
demonstration at Residence Life, a petition, a building legislature vote, and several meetings with
Residence Life Director Dallas Bauman in order to
keep their RHD's job. It was a perfect opportunity for
Polity to use its resources to help out its members in
their struggle against a autocratic Residence Life
department. Instead Polity did nothing. With that
support, it is not surprising that the Kelly D residents
lost.
As the spring elections approached, a number op
candidates began running for Polity positions from
success.
COCA had announced in its spring schedule in "'outside" of Polity, hoping to convert the substantial
January that it would show the porno film "Debbie lack of support Polity had, and the frustrations of
Does Dallas" as a fund-raiser for new proiectors in students involved into votes. Within Polity, both
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ltitnoltz ana Anoerson began running on piattorms
that stressed the need for change in the student
government.
In order to help insure their elections, the three
'outside' presidential candidates united and formed
the Coalition, a full slate of people prominsing to make
Polity more accessible and effective. Danny Wexler
ran for Senior Rep, Andy Koff for Vice President, and
Rory Aylward for President. The election was the
most heavily fought ip four years, and ended with
Aylward and Anderson in a runoff that Aylward won,
along with the other Coalition members. David Gamberg was elected to the Stony Brook Council student
seat, where to date he has been effective in halting
vague and ominous proposed alcohol policies from
going into effect.
VP Preston said about the new Council, "I've
watched the transition in attitude in Polity. It has
become progressively more realistic in working with
other groups, and progressively become more sincere
and committed to improving student life rather than
being dogmatic. They tend to look much more carefully at things now, to determine what they want
done."
According to Aylward, "Our priorities for now are
simple: we want to improve the visibility of the
organization and let people know who is who within
the organization. We want to improve our image and
communication with students, faculty and administration. Last year Polity almost didn't talk to
administration at all Being in communication with
them seems to be making things alot better. If it turns
out that I'm being played for a sucker over there then
we can go back to the Cold War or whatever."
Political issues for this year have not surfaced with
the strength that they did last year at this time, but
several issues will become important: the Administrations' proposed alcohol policies, proposed health,
cultural, and athletic fees, (see related story page 5
and the defending of students against arbitrary
Residence Life policies and decisions. (See related
story page 3) How Polity deals with these and other
issues will determine its standing among students,
and its influence in Administration and elsewhere. Its
future is in its own hands.

Benthos
JERRY 6ARCIA BANPD
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(+/-) grading system ?
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Students are given eommittee seats through Polity. So

come up to Rm. 256, 2nd fleeoor at the Unilm, or eall
2463673. and get .o a •emmittee.
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Club
Calendar
Beacon Theatre
74th St. & Broadway 874-1717
Arlo Guthrie, David Bromberg, Washington Squares A Flock of Seagulls - Th. 10/4.
Lou Reed - Th. 10/18&19.
Carnegie Hall
154 W57th St
A Soul ReVue -

Sat. 9/29.

Th. 10/4

Danceteria
30 W21st St 620-0790
Chris Stamey - Wed. 9/26
Aku Aku - Th. 9/27
Foetus Flesh - Fri. 9/29
Irving Plaza
1 7 Irving Place 477-3728
Talk Talk - Wed. 9/26
Black Sheep - Th. 9/27
Hi-Fie Tie, Raw Youth - Sat. 9/29
Lone Star Cafe
5th Ave & 13th St 242-1664
Melanie - Wed. 10/3&4
Ritz
11th St. between 3rd &4th Ave s
Eddie Money - Mon. 10/1
Husker Du, Kraut - Wed. 10/3
Chequered Past - Th. 10/4
Santana - Tues. 10/30
L
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We Need A Few Special People At Our
Newest & Most Exciting Location:

SMfTHTOWN
If you're a bright, energetic self-starter looking
for an opportunity to take part in the fastest
growing, full service restaurantconcept in the
country, we'd like to meet with you!
Positions are available in all areas. We offer
good pay. flexible hours, great working environment and excellent benefits.

NODOZ

We especially need:
HOST/WAIT/KITCHEN
STAFF & BAR TENDERS
APPLY IN PERSON
Monday through Saturday 9 am to 6 pm
300 Long Island Motor Parkway
(exit 54 LIE. across from SheratonHotel)

The Breakfast
of the PRESS

mif
AnequWl
oppotunty empdoyyex

The Press meets every Monday night in room 042 of Old Biology.

Viewpoint
George Bidermann
"What women ask for in society, therfore, is not
some notion of 'equality' but an end to the attitudes
and actions of sexism..." Travis walked across the
university lawn, the words of hes professor ringing in
what lay before him,
eabsnrb
but his feet carried him unswervingly to a bench that
stood at the edge of the lawn, under a tree. He sat
down, oblivious to the activity around him as
hundreds of students poured out through the doors of
buldings, moving on to their next assigned classes.
Perhaps it was the feeling of being back in school
after summer vacation, or the effect of the professor's
words, or the bright sunshine that covered the
university - whatever the cause, Travis was feeling
lightheaded; unconcerned with the movement around
him, leaning back in a dreamy state, he thought about
the introductory lecture he had just left.
He squinted in the bright light, and stared at the
stream of students that passed before his eyes- stare
as b6enign as that of a young child who encouters a
strange new face in her parents' home. The parade
continued- high hipped girls in designer jeans, hairylegged guys in shorts and muscle shirts, and of course
the multitude of plain-looking students conservatively dressed in cotton shirts and corduroys as if their
respective mothers had laid out their clothes on the
edge of the bed.
An hour before he had sat in the back row of a
classroom deep inside an immense building-awaiting,
with thirty-odd students, the arrival of his professor.
The room had no windows - the flourescent light from
the ceiling gave it the air of a doctor's. Travis had halfexpected the professor to arrive in surgical whites
When she did arrive, five minutes late and
apologizing for the delay, the class was greeted by a
face lacking.makeup, a close-cropped haircut, and a
business shirt and slacks belonging to a slight woman
who seemed about thirty. She proceede to hand out a
syllabus and to introduce the themes of the course,
which was entitled Philosophy and Feminism.
Her words rang through the classroom with the
power that comes from oratory delivered with commitment. "The role of women under pariarchy has
been defined for hundreds of years, and is a role that
remains stagnated because of the control that men
have in government, which is the accepted vehicle for
social change in a democratic society," she had stated

,,

=

----

Sexism

the onset of her lecture. Her words struck out at the
class - an attack subtly couched in classroom rhetoric
an attack against the patriarchal society that had
subjugated her gender to lower paid scales, sexual
harassment, and retarded scales of promotion.
She continued with a voice full of emotion, almost
pleading for understanding from the class. "It is clear
that-a woman is still expected to remain submissive to
her man's opinions and decisions concerning the
family and that a woman's career hopes are second
place to the man's position as breadwinners. While
this is not true of all families in Western society, it is
by far the accepted standard at home and in the
office. A woman without children and a domestic life
is viewed as barren, any woman who steps outside of
this role as defined by patriarchy is subject to scorn
and criticism."
Everything Travis' professor was saying has registered in his mind before, but when delivered with
the pointed clarity of his professor's lecture the words
had struck a chord of anger inside him, anger that he
belonged to the sex she described, no matter how
liberated he considered himself. He had left the
classroom numb, and walked aimlessly across the
university lawn until he reached the long bench that
stood at the edge of the grass, under a tree.
"So this is what she lives for," he thought to
himself, quite aware of the message she had given the
class in that brief hour of introduction. To be treated
as an equal, to be judged on abilities, and not to be
relegated to the role of sex object and judged by
appearance this was all that women asked."
His musings were interrupted by the sounds of a
stranger dropping his books and plopping his body on
the bench next to Travis. He looked up and saw the
face of a plump, pubescent-looking boy sitting next to
him. His hair was neatly trimmed, he wore an alligator
patch on his shirt, and his sneakers said "N ike" as if to
prove he was in step with the times.
"Hey, do you know where I can get any weed?" he
said by way of greeting. Immediately Travis was
disgusted, not by the question itself but by the boy's
assumption that a guy with lone,er-than-average
length hair and a denim jacket would probably have
marijuana ort him.
"No, I don't smoke," Travis offered tersely, in an
effort to keep the conversation from lasting any

longer than needed.
"Do you live on campus?"
"No, I commute here," Travis replied.
"Man, it's really dry around here, you can't get
anything good," the boy said. "However the dorm
scene is great, parties every night, plenty of chicks,
tad iM~t~t if I'd known the
and lots ofw g
situation here, I probably would have stayed at a local
college - at least I knew where to get weed in my
hometown."
Travis didn't even bother to ask him his hometown.
He switched his legs over and turned slightly away
from the boy, in an effort to recapture his train of
thought.
The boy took this movement as the slightest of
snubs, and was silent for a moment. He crossed his
right leg over his left, like Traves has done, and
turned hes face in the direction of Travis's gaze, back
across the lawn where the parade of students
continued.
"A woman is still subject to intense scrutiny
wherever she goes," his professor had said. "Her hair
must be right, her clothes should make her look
desirable, and her face must be painted with any of
the 32 fabulous colors to choose from at the makeup
counter. No man ever has to be concerned with being
ridiculed for not looking prim and proper at all times
of the day. In fact, if his appearance is disheveled it is
a measure of the zeal with which he approaches his
job. The message is clear. if woman does not uphold
the standards of'beauty,' she faces the consequences
of-"
"Hey, would you look at the bust on that one'?" the
boy said, poking fun and pointing across the lawn.
"Wow- you don't see much of that where I come
from!"
To be treated as equals. and judged on abilities,
and not relegated to the role of sex objects. Travis
turned and looked down on the boy with a face full of
contempt. "But how is it possible?" he said aloud, not
even accepting the existence of this leering boy who
sat on the bench at the edge of the lawn, under a tree.
He gathered his books in his arm, uncrossed his legs
and got up from the bench. He saw the sunlight, which
coveredthe university, and the stream of students
still walking across the lawn. Without another word,
he walked slowly away and joined the parade.
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Every once in a while, one article
appears in the Press which creates
large amounts of discussion and bomb
threats. Such was the article "Refusal
and then Surrender," by Paul Yeats in
the last issue. In order to clear up
several misunderstandings, a line was
accidentally omitted from the ending of
the article, making the article seem
much more critical than it actually was.
The last paragraph of the story, with
the ommited lines in bold, is:
There's no doubt, Springsteen's
as commercial as the label on the
back pocket of your jeans, always
was and always will be. But underneath it all is an element of
Steinbeck reality that no pro-

Ictline
is an emergency
complaint referral and
information service. We

will help you solve your
problems with the
University and help cut
the red tape involving
* academics
* maintenance
* residential, and
* financial problems.
Hotline will also make
re erals for sexuil
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Furor Over
Springsteen
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1

moter could ever have thought
of. The bottom line is, it was a
good show by a worthwhile
artist.
But it was neither the comments
about commercialism nor the discussion of Springsteen's changed worldview from his earlier albums that cre1ated the most furor, it was the joking
speculation about the relationship between Springsteen and saxaphonist
Clarence Clemons. We thought Springsteen fans would take it in the humorous manner it was intended, particularly as it satirized the "Paul is Dead"
rumors that were rampant at the height
of the Beatles popularity. Many did
not For those tnat were genuinely
offended, we apologise.
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If you worked three hours last
week for the Stony Brook Press,
you wouldn't be reading this ad,
but your copy.

Join The Press.
We meet every Monday
night, 8:00PM, Old Bio
(Central Hall) Room 042.
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harrassment, rape, V.D.
and psychological
counseling.
We are Student
Advocates,
here to serve
students of Stony Brook
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Rm 251, Upstairs in the

/~tit

Union.

i

246-4000

EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTDL
Call Days. Eves & Weekends

Huntington -- 421-2690
Garden City - 248-1134
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John Lydon and P.1.L. 's Lates It
Genius Or Tomfoolery?
By Paul Yeats
John Cage said "Music can be anything." A shattering glass, a traffic jam,
even a rock crashing through a lake's
surface all contain musical elements;
but to interpret them in this way requires a reconsideration of definition.
In 1968 John Lennon put together tape
loops of random sounds-- loops simply
repeat items over and over, "Number
nine, number nine, etc..." to achieve a
certain mood. The sounds ranged from
a church litany to a baby crying to
studio sound effects played backwards;
the track appeared on the album The
Beatles (or the "White" Album). This
piece has since become a prime example or consumer gullibility, but initially was very interesting. The repetition of sounds, not chords or melodies,
but sounds, to form a larger work is
quite the progressive concept To be

sure, Lennon was one of the inadvertant founders of this idea on the popular front; but, over the years, many
others have followed along these lines,
Ex-Sex Pistol and all-around guttersnipe, John Lydon's (aka Johnny
Rotton) new album This is what you
want.. This is what you get with Public
Image Limited continues on this path.
Stringing together echoing drums,
strange horn section orchestrations
and vice-grip-clamped-to-the-gonads
vocals, he has produced an album that
borders on the dividing line between
the qualities of consumer gullibility
and interesting, perhaps even exciting,
music.
Repetition is the key word here.Dark
noises and ocassional melodies repeated to the point of irritation in some
instances- dig 1981 and Tie me to the
length of that for an immediate sy-

napse diffusion or pre-McDonald's
visit. But this is probably what Lydon
wants, the discordance is necessary to
fulfil the vision. The success is, if nothing else, in having the listener squirm in
his.seat; it's more fun that way.
Even the funkier numbers maintain'
the edge that out of key melodies have
to offer, and drive full speed ahead to
the point where a head-on collision
seems all but inevitable. Solitaire
screams and almost falls flat but continues paying heed only to the rhythm
guitar. Where the single version of
"This is not a love song" puts in Lydon's bid for God, the album mix isdisappointing. The tormented vocals
and three note riff have taken a back*
seat to an increased echo and stop and
start dance remix. This cut still works
but loses some of its power.
The order of death is another fine

effort. It is a walk down a deep dreary
tunnel with Johnny behing you ominously whispering the LP's title. It also
serves to emphasize the point of this
album - music, or better yet, sound.
Lydon doesn't have anything to say
lyrically, that's why they are mostly
indecipherable. The sound is the important factor, and, for the most part,
this formula works. It is almost refreshing to listen to something that doesn't
comment on foreign policy, oil prices,
or the difficulty of getting dad to lend
you the car keys - it's like washing your
face with sandpaper, annoying but
mostly refreshing. However, someone
once said, "Only time will tell"; whether this is a work of genius - like some of
Lennon's are - or plain tomfollery- like
some of Lennon's are - remains to be
seen.

Chaos and the Ramones
Concert On An Ark

By Paul Yeats
Guard #2: (Rather densely) What?
... On Fall Fest Weekend, the hard Me: How about John Marburger, is his
rain arrived on Friday and remained name on the list?
long enough to start one pairing off the. Guard #2 (With the wit of a dead
animals and thwarting the scheduled camel) - Very funny. Me: (under Iny
on fWri lireadt-Tfienfgoes your spot onwthe-e
concert with IrFiones
athletic fields Saturday evening.
ark!
Fortunately, the people behind the.
I retire to the Night House for a beer
scenes were able to rearrange things and to rethink my strategy. I head back
hastily and the free show was moved to to the ark. This time the line is coming
the gym. The seating was the dreaded out of the ark instead of going in general admission set up; but it waýs unsatisfied voyagers. Excusing my way
handled wisely by utilizing the floor foil through the crowd, I walk up the gangdancing and the bleachers for sitting.. way and make it to the threshold, A
Yet, probably due to the rush of last discontented guard grabs my arm and
minute preparations, the guest list says "Who dis?" (spelled phonetically).
wasn't as complete as it should've Before I can shout back "I'm looking for
been, and the crowd of people around Noah," a nicer guard mistakes me for
the main entrance made it extremely someone else and I'm in.
difficult to get in, if you weren't into Part 2 The performance
waiting on lines.
The ark is dark and warm; the
Part 1 - Entrance
Ramones blaring, amphetemined guiThe sky is threatening. I hope it tars are cutting holes through the floor
doesn't rain anymore-- it's already and my ears. I worry that the ark might
rained enough, it reminds me of the Old not hold up under the pressure - but it
Testament I hustle over to the gym in does.
preconcert anticipation. ryve never
The top of the bleachers affords me
I
seen the Ramones and have been told
to expect a good show. Upon arriving
rm met with what looks like, considering the weather, a line to get on Noah's
ark. "Forget that," I try to weasle in on
the guest list, but the door is surrounded by guys in yellow shirts. A conversation of sorts follows:
Guard #1 :(With thick Brooklyn
accent) - Guest list only, buddy. Me:

the best view: In the middle of the
crowd is a bunch of skinheads -- direct
from the corner of 2nd avenue and St.
Mark's Place-- gleefully beating the
shit out of each other in a slam dance
abandon. An ostrich sitting next to me
leans over and says "How do you like
ther show?" I reply "No thanks, I've,
already has some."
The ostrich continues, "The Ramones really know how to move it. Their
. scant melodies emphasize repitition,
distortion, speed and loudness. They
are real. It is stripped down rock'n' roll
No slick production qualities here; to
be sure, nobody will ever accuse them
of gloss."
The Ramones keep pulverizing their
audience with fervent "1, 2, 3, 4,"
beginnings, volume, and grit realism,
"They played'Teenage Lobotomy" the
ostrich adds. Also "Rock Away Beach"
and "Rock and Roll High SchooL" I
question, "Have they played 'I Wanna
Be Sedated'?" The ostrich replies
"Yeah, but never-mind the music...dig
the punks."

The crowed in front of the stage is'
out of control. Guards mix with hopping Kangaroos and mules in a free-foralL Then the guards realize they're only
dancing and return to their trees.
"Noah, Noah, where is Noah?" I say
goodbye to the ostrich and make my
way through the punks; perhaps because rm not wea.ing a mohawk, I don't
get very far. Finally I slip through and
stand next to the stack of speakers on
stage right. The show, what I've seen of
it, is good. The band plays a song from
their up coming album called "Atrophy
of the Brain at 17" for an encore. It's
like nails in my wrist With every crash
of the Fender I can feel the floor rumble.
I can't hear. The endless barrage of
music continues like the rain that
waterlogged this weekend. Someone
said once "I accept chaos; I'm not sure
whether it accepts me." Perfect words
to describe the show. Someone also
said "a hard rain is a gonna fall," but
that person had another type of rain in
mind. Nevertherless, the phrase is
apropos to describe what happened.
---

Im on the guest list
Guard #2: (Drooling) - What's the
name? Me: Look, to tell you the truth, I
don't think my name is on the guest list
per se-- but I probably know some
people who are, why don't you be a doll
and let me go in for one of them.
Guard #1 (Stares -blankly with
saliva dripping from his fangs) Me:
C'mon..There 's a bunch of bananas in.
it for you.
.__ --
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Romeo Void's Instincts
Commercialism Nearing?
by Jean Marie"Pugni
Commercialism is a dirty word. As
soon as something has made an attempt
at, or indeed achieves mass appeal, it's
pretty safe to say that something has
diminished in quality and/or intellectual stimulation. Just look at what's
happened to WPLJ, Second City TV,
Elton John, the authenticity of wearing
sunglasses, the Hamptons, and yes
yogurt. All of these have suffered froir
overexposure, exessive profiteering,
and success. In the case of Romeo
Void, they haven't yet reached their
commercial high and artistic low but
with the release of their new album;
Instincts, they're getting closer.
Compared to a lot of the schlop'
around today that tries to pass for newmusic, Instincts is a great album, but
when it's held up against this San
Francisco-based band's earlier efforts I
start to feel gloomy. The hard edgedness of 1980's It's A Condition has given
way to all too catchy melodies; and the
once wonderfully barbaric sax playing
by Benjamin Bossi has headed dangerously close to the civilized world. Gong
are Debora lyall's wild psychedelic
lyrics of 1982's Benefactor that only
started to make sense if you read them
too much. Things are tamer these days
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(Is A Temporary Thing)" shows Romeo
Void at their commercial best (or
worse) depending on your point off
view. It definitely has top 40 potential
with its singable melody and kind of
abrupt, matter of fact "optimistic"
lyrics.
Instincts also shows a willingness to
try new things. The title cut is a gripping ballad to which I yall successfully
brings out her feelings of love and of a
willingness for attachment. This is
Romeo Void taking a stab at sounding
pretty and it works. They also try their
hand at a latin beat in "Six Days and
One" that sounds great. This is some
but there's still a good-shot-in-the-arm "Nothing makes me lonelier than a' hard evidence that this band has a lot
line every once in a while.
phone call to you/ You're waiting for left to offer as far as experimenting and
Now you're probably wondering, nothing to be nowhere soon," and making meaningful music goes-as long
"What does Instincts have to offer? "What escapes your attention is easily as they don't go all out in conforming to
Should I go out and buy this album? .read/ You look like you think you'd be the masses.
One experiment that would have
What's happening to Debora lyall's better off dead."
been
better left off the album is an
head? Has she lost weight?" and
"Out On My Own" is easily the best
maybe, "Will I still be able to dance to dance tune on the album with its instrumental written by David Kahne
their music?" The first thing to do is seductively rolling, driving beat sup- (producer of this album). It's slow and,
relax. All is not lost. Instincts most plied by the rhythm section consisting dreary and dreadful, and doesn't do
certainly has a few things to offer.
of Peter Woods (guitar), Frank Zincarage much or say anything, but it does
Continuing in the "Never Say Never" (bass), and newcomer Aaron Smith remind you of European Sirens.
Instincts is an album worth listening
vain, "Just Too Easy" features Iyall (drums). It also features Bossi wailing
with her snob appeal, spoken vocals. on the sax in a way that brings to mind to, whose songs are sure to hit the new
wave clubs, but it also makes me long
Telling her lover she's leaving, she his earlier work.
comes up with a few good zingers like,
The cleverly titled "A Girl In Trouble for the good old days.
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WUSB Top 20 for the week ending 9/ 16/84:
1. Black Uhuru - Anthem LP
2. Andy Summers, Robert Fripp - Bewitched LP
3. King Sunny Ade - Aura LP
4. Dave Edmunds - Riff Raff LP
5. Gil Scott Heron - Best of LP
6. Yoko Ono - Every Man Has A Woman LP
7. Herbie Hancock - Sound System LP
8. Love Tractor - TI the Cows Come Home EP
9. Talking Heads - Stop Making Sense
10. Bruce Cockburn - Stealing Fire LP
11. Hugh Masekela - Techno-Bush LP
12. Jools Holland - Rock-A Boggie Billy LP
13. Blancmange - Mange Tout LP
14. Cabo Frio - Just Having Fun LP
15. The Special AKA - In the Studio LP
16. The 77's - All Fall Down LP
17. Birdsongs of the Mezosoic - Magnetic Flip LP
18. The Bangles - All Over the Place LP
19. Juluka - Stand Your Ground LP
20. Kurtis Blow - 8 million Stories LP
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By Malcolm Murphy
Wow, am I Pissed. Who ever typed
this column into the Press last week
added one word and changed the
meaning of almost the entire thing. To
refresh your memory, it read, "I do not
like all types of music..." The "not" was
not in my version of the column. My
record collection contains music as
diverse as Van Halen & Miles Davis,
Pablo Moses & Bananarana, Talking
Heads & Albert Collins. I listen to
everything and I go to as many live
shows as I can. You may not agree with
me but at least you know my opinion is
based on some knowledge.

shows? Also when was the last time you
heard the Ramones on WBAB? It's
happened a lot lately that they've made'
a big deal about being at a concert of a
j band whose music they hardly ever
play. How hypocritical.
The funniest ad I've seen lately is the
one for the new Billy Squier album.
Over a picture of this no talent it says,
"If Rock n' Roll Has A Name..." and
underneath the picture his name. What
a joke. I could come up with several
million names for rock n' roll before I
came up with that one.
Some Good Records That You May
Have Missed This Summer. R.E.M.Reckoning, Echo & the Bunnymen Ocean Rain, Bad Manners - Forging
Ahead, The Call - Scene Beyond
Dreams, The Fall - Oh! Brother,
Micheal Hedges - Aerial Boundaries,
Konk - Your Life, Moving Parts Deput EP, the Neighborhoods - Fire is
Comming, Siouxsie and the Banshees
- Hyaen, Ultravox - Lament.
Included in this list should be Lou
Reed's New Sensations LP, his best
in many years. I can't urge you strongly
enough to go see him Friday night in the
gym. It's the first show of the tour so I
can't say what to expect but the man is
unpredictable and a powerful performer. Don't miss it
Last flash: Opening for Lou Reed
Too bad about Fallfest. Ramones
pu* i a great show though. One of the will be Swimming Pool Q's, a good band
better concerts I've seen them do, with from Athens, Ga. with a fine new LP
tight, crisp playing and Joey remem- out They make high energy pop with
bering all the words. Credit must alsc great harmonies. I understand they
be given to the stage crew who sett were hand picked by Reed to open in
things up in record time. Question: who his tour so treat them right. See you at
picks the opening bands at these the show.
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